
ML, r~~ ... -q~;.r~iew Of The Role Of The Diaspora 1.n The Rec~nt 
1)1 m. !fe ~CJ·,)e_y ~hanges In Armenia 

The following is the first installment of the full text of an address Dr .. Gerard 
Libaridian delivered at the second Congress of the Pan American National 
Movement held in Yerevan. With deletions arid adjustments due to time constraints, 
it was presented on November 25, 1990, the third and final day of the Congress. 
Dr. Libaridia·n was invited and spoke in a personal capacity. 

-The popular and democratic movement became the national movement as It wanting to forget what the Turk had done. 
So we reduced politics to a set. of angry 
reactions. We were unable to develop 
frameworks of real participation in the 
affairs of the states in which we lived other 
than as supplicants. As the worthy 

in Armenia has introduced profound became clear that neither the Karabagh 
changes in the relations between Armenia issue nor the other questions on the agenda 
and the Diaspora relations. In its own way, could be resolved within the existing 
the Diaspora must now face th<; challenge 

/ 
structures. 

which Armenia has already confronted over 
the past three years. My comments are 
personal and will refor · largely to the 
s_ituation in North Amerifan communities, 
although they seem to be relevant to other · 
segments of the Diaspora anvell. 

· Initially there was muc}i in the 
movement that inspired the Diaspora. The 
movement was sparked by the goal of 
reunification of Artsakh with Armenia, 
based on right of self-determination and~ 
of· nationalities. Largely a product of 
s_ui:_yjy2rs of a depopulated region of 
historic.Armenia, the Diaspora coulcl-tmc
have remained indifferent· to tlie plight of 
brethren in Artsakh who asked for no more 
than the right to live as a community and 
in dignity In their own land--and the right 
to choose the path or" achieving that ·dignity .. 

Secondly, a Diaspora frightened by the 
dire~tion of Armenian history saw in the ·· 
Karabagh movement a turning point: The 
possibility of reversing three millennium 
old process of depopulation of the historic 
homeland, a process epitomized by the 
G.enocide in Wes tern . Armenia and 
continued in N akhichevan. 

It was also the Karabagh movement 
that forced th~ government of Armenia in 
1989 to recognize formally the Genocide · 
of 1915. The· Genocide is not the problem 
of the Diaspora alone, of course. But it 
represent the core of the political, 
territorial, cultural and psychological issues 
the Diaspora faced. 

In a brief period of time, the movement 
became more than an accounting of the 
past and the present. Soon it became 
obvious that Armenians· saw in Artsakh the 
symbol for the political, cultural, spiritual 
and economic revival of our nation; . an'd 
it saw in the movement a vehicle for the· 
generation of the popular will to determine 
their own future. The Karabagh movement 

FIRST NATIONAL MOVEMENT in_heritors of the "millet" mentality, we 
The national movement was the first strove to remain "good" citizens and tend 

in long decades that gave us a sense that to our schools, churches, and clubs. 
Armenians were for an idea, for a right as Increasingly, politics consisted of securing 
part of a realistic agenda; a s~nse that we a little recognition, a little safety. 
could participate in history in a ·positive At the beginning of the post-Genocide 
manner and that history was more than the Diaspora we ·sought community life, 
hatred of the. "Communist" or of the 'Turk." cultural identity, and collective memory. 
For too long history h~d become a This .was a noble undertaking and heroic 

· spectator sport . we watched from the effort for the' surviving orphans iii the early 
sidelines. The politi~l arena provided us decades of Diaspora formation. But this 
merely a pulpit whence we issued moral search was institutionalized and perpetuated 

--·co1idemnationsof~diplomats-who-'1betraye~~ l __ in_mqrn_r~~~.!!.tA~5_ade~~-~~--!~~_!"e~. ~_?_d 
us. · ~-· , -·~ '. ··· · .. , : hatred of the Turk, th~Je<!_rofassimilation. · 

··.The corttbination.·ofan honcit account- The memory of collectiv~ cI~ath became 
ing of the past and:~· vision of the future the fear of the future, of one's neighbors: 
inspired by the universal rights of dempcra- "Turkey is there to massacre Armenians 
cy and freedom did mbre to overcome the any chance it gets" .became the only 
walls separating Armenia from (he political orthodoxy; and "odars are there 
Diaspora than decades of formal relations to assimilate our young" wa.s the cultural 
and exclianges.ThaHvhich the movement, manifestation. gf. the sapie debilitating 
anchored in the people's most basic needs notion.And since the Diaspora was~aused 
and aspirations, gave the Diaspora may be by the Genocide, somehow all our 
impossible for the Diaspora to repay. As problems could be traced to the Turks, and 
a result of the movement, we have whole we could absolve ourselves of any responsi
generations of Armenians born in different bility. After all, who among~~ would dare 
countries that no longer need to ask "What o.~solve the Turk of any guilt? 

[

is an Armenian?" Because Armenians live I Here we see how the institutional 
and act as a nation, we no longer need to I values of the Diaspora evolved parallel to 
define them and, by so doing, limit its those of Armenia and made possible the 
identity or treat it as a r_elic of the past. ultimate compromise the Diaspora made 

the Genocide has paralyzed us; it· denied· 
us the normal processes of growth and 
maturation. At times it seems that there 

_ was nothing left to define and distinguish 
us from others, other than our being the 
first victims of genocide in this century. The 
Genocide has-become a negative for-m of 
self-definition .. To paraphrase a friend, our 
death certificate has become our flag. 

We were angry at the "Turk," for what 
he had done to us, and at the world, for 

with the former regime. In Armenia too 
it was the fear of the Turk that led to the 
consolidation of the power of the Commu
nist Party. The Com- munist Party of 
Armenia was _the intermediary between 
Armenian, the potential victim - the only 
way Armenians could see themselves in the 
international arena - and Russia or the 
USSR, the only possible protector. 
Democracy, human rights, and indepen
dence could not be on the agenda and 
leaders could not be blamed for not placing 
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them on the agenda, as long as fear 
dominated our relations .with the rest of 
the world. 

Both in Armenia and the Diaspora 
partidpation in that fear and hatred .came 
to replace participation in collective 
thinking and decision-making processes. 
Reactions. were confused as principles; 
promoters of fear and hatred became the 
strategists and perpetuated the collective 
paralysiS. .What was there to participate in, 
after fil.l? If the question facing our nation 
is how ·to· · k~ep ·bloodthirsty ·irrational 
Turkey aild Turks from killing more of us, . 
then the . answer would be to seek a 
protector.· The price ;of that. protect~on iS 
the loss of all other. rights, including_the 
right to question authority.· 

One cannot but understand the need· 
of wandering :diasporans tq ·find . some 
stability, the:need to build a life with sm;ne 
.sens" of perinanericy, a sense oftheJuture. ~ 
which thefr,forefathers were denied ~d 
·wl.UcP::~!titey~ .¢0µld :. build.·. only .. for,·. th~k:.: 

[~~~~~¥1~i~ff ·.·'T ,_~>' 
·. ·.. -S,~~t~Ji<?'c>4 ~~ng wi~ the probJe~s:~d 

.: :pro~~~~j~·~<;>J~~\i~. the~~ly.~ategory tha·t 
•.:~N~A~Y~-,tr~.gend~th~J1nPor.tailt:,. ana 
s.<>.n;i~.t~e~p.§tS,-qjmp·ortant,';_,"differ~tices 

. h.e~~~~1!Arm~pja~s. wi.t~ y~r&g pa~tisan, 
reh~pps,;. ~ c:l~~nis_h, i or.;;:>even. ; aesthetic 
allegi~~c~s;~)~y~n wbe~~- .we. -:µ(lve. b~en 

. inv~·v~cJ.in ·~t~tg #f¥rs:.!t'has always be_e~ 
_as (l ry1t!p9u,_s:~r~t~1c ~1Dority, as.aJobby, 
not . flS a. P,~rtiCipa~t in the. bllilding of a 
stat~, )Jte. ¥1-akmg'c>f 1Ust.9ry~·:'. ~-.. - ~--::~ -- · 

?:zJ:·~:'·/· Ih~ Diaspof.ajs destabliZied because 

;.~&fr~~if~~~"rf~~~Jf,~ 
· Q~JPDtt?rP~~1:1~1D~~ts ~wn ide:a1s~ ¥irrqrpi~ 
. 91.1!~0\Y~~.1,~~:0~31 sense qf statehood~ Wy 
lear~e.? to~ ~cc~pt ·th~ regime by reducing I 
the natto11mto an abstraction: Armenia forl 
us be,c().m_ea museum that attested to our 
past, .•. t~a~·_ fuded our need' for cultural 
identity: ;Armeruans in Armenia were the 
inuseu11i~e,epers; We asserted, almost with 

. a sens{-of~elief, .that the Arme-nfans or 
Ar~<?n~a,~~dn.? role to 'play in the making 
of his_to~y. · Vl e ·no longer ·recognized you 
whe_n you aded as a living nation. 

REJ!LE::GtIONS OF DIASPORA 
. ASPIRATIONS 

We thought.we recognized ·ourselves 
in you wh~n you raised the question of the 
rnunific_ation •of ·Karabagh with Armenia. 
We_ .too ·had. been making demands for 
·"West.~rnArmenia" for decades. Tb equ(\te 

the two, however, we had to reduce your 
cause to a "demand" like ours: A demand 
from others and dependent on others, at 
best as an act of history based justice, at 
worst an act of territorial expansion, always 
an act of mercy, not of democracy and self
determination; an act of master-vassal 

· relations, not ofthe struggle of a sovereign 
. nation. Just as a hundred years ago i.n the 

Ottoman Empire, o~ now .in·theD~aspora, 
we elevated the fear of : offending. our 
masters to the level of principle. After all, 
how could we, if our survival depended on 

others? 
Individual bravery came to· replace 

collective political imagination as the stuff · 
from which history ·was made .. What we 

· ended up seeing in history was patterns of 
conformity, oppositidn to change~ ' . 

We thought,:. we recognfaed ourselves 
in you .. when· _you :insisted. ori a ~ormal 
n~copnition~oft~e {J.ti!Qcj<l~~ .YI e ·f~l~4-!P 
see'that.yo11 wa~t.~dJ~.s_ethistory in. order 

. ·to .ie.arn froni. i(~~d: bwf d ·9ii · ~t;-,As ~for .11s, 
, ~, ·-~~ . ·:__ ~ -- _- .. -_. -~·~~~-·~~)~~~~c~~~:~~-\ 

. ~ 

,The.~pyein~nf gay~Jh~, i:}ia~por~.wliatJt 
has b~~µ ,unable "t()'..acpieve. thro_ugh. :an 
·,e~e~~~~fli~fril)f~~~atei!i>rgan,~z_atiQnA 
and:-ifistifoti.ons·c-iri~Ith~'Piaspora~°Jn~th,is 
re~pe~t~::t4~_.Qeopi~_;6r.__Aunetii~·- and:.tlie 

. _iµoyeni~ntjh~y ·~r¥*t.~,ct.did :~no~e .. to·• the 
·p~a~p9_~a '..t~at1:seW~:~tycY~a[~; :o,f .~ef eJ1Sive 
. l)aitliµit,.?f, '<,9e'9~,~~~{\-?f ,<<>..c9sioncilly 
s~c~¢ssf~l' b~.!;«:)ft~~:~!Apar~~ssi~i.·effor,ts 
·atr.ecogruti9nt.Jytb:(?Jnt,e~~a~!()n.at:~ln.mu~ 
nity;:_._ .:• · ·; · ·'' .:.:"./. '-~~ "·. ~· ·• ' .: 

·. DESTABtuI]INGjMPAC'f -: 
,;_ · -"1~0N-'i>IASP0RA' ··- -· . 

, ·. ·And·yet,'·:tne riatioria1: :fuovein_ent,. in 
: Armenia. and .-A.fts~l,(h'-JiacJ a profoundly 
destabilitifig, i~p~~f e>,n. Diaspora itistitu

. tions and. valuesi And it is not at all certain 

. that we have '.~pprbciated all dimensions 
of the .. movement . or that '.our . Diaspora 
leadership has aftfoulated fully tlie depth 
of support for the.'national. arid political 
regeneration· which ·Armenia has undertak-
en.·. , 

Arrtfenians in A.r:menia tend to see the 
Diaspora as a. monolithic entity, an 
undifferentiate&.structure that has internal
ized the best the.West has to offer. Yet the 
Diaspora is heterogeneotis. And fr changes, 
just as Armenia did during the past 70 
years. Diaspor~ Armenians represent a 
spectrum ofopinions, beliefs, a11d relations 
more varied and less amenable to rational 
. organization than is the case in Armenia. 

The Diaspora has become very complex 
and fluid, even if one compares it\ with 
twenty years ago. For seventy years 
communities and their dominantorganiza
tions have adjusted, sometimes impercepti
bly, to host societies .. Gradually, they have 

· brought their agendas closer to the agenda 
of governments. under which they live. 
Organizations and generations within each 
community have adjusted in their own way. 
These adjustments have . .been, compounded 
by the disrupting, even if · occasionally 
beneficial, efforts of continuing waves of 
emigration and immigration that make the 
accumulation and transmission of experi
ence from generation to generation or 
community to community difficult, if not 
impossible. . · 

Underlying these differences is a 
characteristic· which all diasporans share 
and which is the critical difference with 
Armenia. The Diaspora, by deflni- tion, is 
the-denial of nationhood, the absence-of 
statehood, whether · nationhood · and 
statehood . at:e , defined .politically - or 

. chilW"eii~· But ·one. · lllust . also 
: ·Ullaehtanddie.ability.of mt~ilec-
_ ·:. ~~'~')}r~~wr·.·-.<lll~.-· .eriter,prising~ 
.y~~t,e~.9~!~.:,j,w~o.~~.,ex,ploite_d .~th<>sy ... 
. • ~attlf al needs ~~: µ\a1ce.Armeni•1 
.. · atis:i,f eet'i.~timfortable'.· .iii ·,their 

'. w~¥iti~~,~_:_of•p9li,ti~ ·life;, those 
'w~p~~qµ,~ie'1 :p'artjcipa,tipn with 
tli~!Wri@g::~f .checl,cs and' ~~ded 
. gui4ing' :tl,iem Jo. tlJ:e ijlargins- of 

--chistocy.",
1

-::-~-.~- _ ·-~-~J._:" ._:.. 
<To inove from a-.sfate of 

: despah" ~gthe politicsOfsymbol
. ism ,and.= rituals .did not require 

much imagtnation or intelligence 
ill ~Diaspora-still obsessed with 
recognition from the outside. To 
induce an abdication of history, 
a denial of a future from a 
~tiategy of fear and hatred 
seemed almost a· natural progres
sionto an nation turned refugees 
and denied its past. 

Promising to resolve all the 
problems we face, our leaders 
reduced the national agenda to 
problems which could not possi-

bly be resolved: the Genocide 
cannot be undone, Turkey will 
not disappear· from the face of 
the earth, and assimilation in the 

· Diaspora is a matter of degree 
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and time only. But we are wit
nessing the politics of symbols, 
-rituals, and mystifications. The 
grander the mystery, the more 
successful the politician. 

We should have anticipated, 
perhaps, that the national move
ment's positive and realistic 
agenda would not only challenge ( 
tl].e former regime in Armenia I 

but also destabilize the Diaspo- . t 
ra's dominant value system, many· 
of its institutions and leaders. 

We should not have been 
surprised, probably, that a 
democratic "movement would 
produce an instinctive antago
nism which mariy of our leaders 
developed very early toward the 
movement. Isn't derrtocracy, after . 
all, the.right to know, to debate, 
to critique and to challenge and, 
if need be, change government 
or leadership? 

· The questioningof authority 
and orthodoxy ill Arriienia c;ould 

.. have' insprred . sµfficient ·.· confi~. 
- -~eµce· to dtaspoi;ans to• ask some . 

pertiileni"ifu~tiOns:of ilieiioWn: 
Has ·the muc~-heralde~ strategy 
of culti.iral preservation based mi . 
feat>of.the .. neighbon;_' and: on 
isol3:tion ;produced :results? ·nia-· 
a 'strat6gy"ofliberatfon based on ' 
anti~ Turkism:· and. anti.:commu
msm: ·on. rdfil ·orPan-TurkiSm 

· and hatred of the Turk.cause the 
.- return of an irich of Western 
Armenian territory or :bring us 
any closer to tur~sh!ecognition 
of the Genocide? Did conditions 
in a Soviet Armenia l~ad to the 

.-- . . . /' 

resolution of the outstanding , 
issues on the national agenda? 

i Did culture--the culture which we 
claimed to be preserving in the 
Diaspora or recreatitj.g inArme
nia - help or s·tymie political 
thiriking, ·debate on strategies, 
development of sovereign assess
ment of national interests, the 
.~se of our faculty of judgement? 

'.;.;,_ ' Are not these, ultimately, the 
:''qn,estions that must decide what 

worked and how to decide them? 
And have we not seen the 
repression of · criticism in the 
name of · .·. imagined national 
interests, in the name of pseudo
strategies so fragile that could 
not survive a -little exposure, a 
little scrutiny? 

It is one of the paradoxes of 
diasporan development that, of 
all the adjustments our institu-

. tions made to host societies in 
their quest for survival and self
.preservation, democratization 
was 'not. one of them .. Respect 
and tolerance of rational dis
course and others' opinions on 
the majorissues confronting our 
people were not internalized and 
institutionalized in our oommuni
ty. life~ As .a result, we. hav.eJosL .. 
what capacity we had to.· accept 
criticism; debate on goals and 
strategies, on successes and 
failures is characterized as 
weakening the fiber of our 
culture. 
___ c)P.~~~ot hl!.t j~~P<>se the 

-- - -· -- - - - -- -- - ---

secret politics·. of . diasporan 
groups· with the live · televisio~ 
broadcasting of the proceedings 
of this congress. Here', under 
most trying of circumstances, the 
shaping belief seems to, be that 
information and debate ~re the 
bases of good government. Our 
political parties and organizations 
that currently. define· priorities 
and policies continue to prefer 
secrecy. Ii1 the Diaspora, inter-· 
~sts and positions are proclaimed 
·ather; than· discussed; the right 
.o speak on behalf of Armenians 
continues to be claimed ·as an 
entitlement rather than · being 
won democratically. The by-now 
counterproductive . ideology of 
cultural self-preservation ·has 
degenerated into the self-preser
vation of an elite whose mandate 
is'far from being clear, and into 
the perpetuation of mechanisms 
that might have been appropri
ate, at most, during the struggle 
again~t the Ottoman regime. 

WHY TO PURSUE A FAILED 
POLICY? 

We may still understand, 
perhaps, why political parties, 
whose policies with regard to 
Turkey have failed, now demand 
that the democratic movement 
and the freely elected govern
ment of Armenia adopt the same 
policies. Diasporan political 
leaders do not feel they have a 
price to pay when they confuse 
organizationalrefleuvith nation 
building, wh~n they identify the 
fate of the nation With its repre
sentation in : the . media, when 
they equ~te am~chroilistic rheto
ric · with strategic · accomplish-
ment. 

We ·could take · pains to 
explain, perhaps; why diasporan 
politicalparties would latch onto 
the Genocide i.Ssue as the ulti
mate weapon against the demo
cratic movement in Armenia. We 
cart understand· why the diaspo
ran parties have misrepresented 
and misconstrm~d-the-position-of
the'·Armeiliail ·National-~ Move-
ment.• 

· ,J •. TJie~~xperiepce;of thc{Di~pora 
· could . have ia11gM .· tis, that · builqing· · a· 
cultural __ .. identify/and ··political ·_.activities 

. around. the, G~rioc•de ;can· only lead to 
· dead ends._.· .. And· dead ends we· have I 

:· reaclied,- otherwise qow could we explain ~ 
. the mad :rush -~of diasporari politiCaI f 
parties . to Armenia, When the · account ~ 
books on their diasporan strategies have I 
not been closed yet, Yet rush they did, 
most of all to denounce the go.vernment 
for its assessment that the future and the 
foreign. policy. of Arm,enia cannot be built 
around the Genocide, ·that recognition of 
the Genocide cannot constitute the. sine 
qua µon of Armenia's outlook on its 
neighbors, that nation~building requires 
different rules than the building of clubs, 
that a government especially a 
democratically e'lected: government - has 
different responsibilities fhan a school 
board, that a ·state is not just. another· 
community institution to be controlled. 

We can, perhaps, understand why 
aU of this can happen: 

D--~ '· -t 



om IL is not so polite on the part 
of these leaders to claim that they speak 
for all diasporans or, one case, for all 
Armenians. 

DISREGARD FOR DISCOURSE 
It is difficult to preach of 

democracy and disregard the principles of 
discourse and debate. One must" suspend 
too much disbelief for too long, one must 
forget too much and too soon to 
reconcile with the claims of parties that 
their past failures ·constitute visions for a 
.future. . 1 • · -· 

Faced with· . such a radical 
chaJlenge. from, Armenia as th~ national 

•"iP#l9cratic moyem.ent; the org~nizational 
':·,:~~0i~l .instinct_produced in our- I)iaspora 
. ;a . marriage of convenience· between 
• v'.arious parties . and organizations. The 

guiding pdpdple iri that arrangement was 
th~ dedsfon.not to rethink issues, and to 
deny' -the.· -ciepth or' changes "sweeping 
Ai111e~ia ai:id-.-th,~.:diaspora..Now we are 
'expecte~ fo accept this cohabitation as a 
sign of .maturity, . whe~ its ~ost strident 
product ·_was:~ the' infamous statement. of 
the thre't~ part_ies ~ii'thc fall of 1988 on: the 
Karabagh ~ovement and, more recently, 

~the _ _Sq_lla.tiblirig over the visit to . the us 
last falEofArmenia'~ presicknt. __ 

. The.. common interests of 
dominant·· · elites'· within · and outside 
Arineni~ -:have·· 'been ·.obvious· since· the 
beginning of. the . ~ovement but not 
limited_ to it. It seemed that the parallel 
extended to ·the -logic of the now, ousted 
leaders of · Armenia to ·turn the. 
earthquake ~-~d the-quest-for· :-econotnic 
development into tools of depoliticizing 
Armenians,. to deny the.m· the rightto set 
their agenda, . and · choos~ their ·own 
leaders. Assistance toward. earthquake 
relief , and · economic · develop1!1ent, 
however well- intentioned and supported 
by the mass of diasporans, performed the 
role of telling Armenia that it~ could not 
help itself, that it must rely on outside 
help, and that, therefore, it had no right 
to make decisions. There were. many 
moments when; for Diaspora commun
ities built by -refugees of the Genocide, 
the assistance provided the victims of the 
earthquake· was predicated· upon viewing 
Armenia as ·a country of refugees. That 
:~:)emed, for som~, a more· convenient, 
less troubling, less· · 'demanding 
relationship than one that required the 
Diasjmra ~ to see Armenians claiming 
national and democratic rights and acting 
as a nation. 

My purpose here is not to deny or functioning. Our political parties too, with 
minimize the contributions institutions have a.II their good intentions, have an impact 
made in the past, continue to do so now, beyond, and occasionally contrary to, their 
or have the potential to do in the future. intention and their stated goals. 
Our political parties, and diaspora The third factor is that an organization 
institutions in general, have played a can have a successful and acceptable policy 
historical role; they have served our people - at least to its members - in one area or 
the best they could. Under .· trying at one level, but that is not an adequate 
~ircumstances, they have tried to help guarantee of its performance in another 
diasporan communities· and Armenia. In area or level. Community organization is 
many ways they have succeeded. And we bot~ a type and a leve_I of activity. Assuming 
can have nothing but respect and awe we consider our Diaspora ·organizations 
toward those who gave more than theii;., successful in this respect, they would still 

, share. For the generation .tP,at escaped, have no more preparation and experience 
de~th it required .a daring act. of imagination to :-run a government, to build ·a disaster 
to 1think .that there would be othei· ?-Qne,·or reform the economy of~ state they 
generations, that·. the· other generations have not lived in . 
deserve to <receive from the survivors HISTORICAL. ASSESSMENT 
~omething nior~.·than the lllemory of d~ath. History and, one hopes, civilized ~nd 

We must, nonetheless, continue to open debate, will offer assessments of the 
scrut_inize ou.r situation now and rethink I d · ·ct f · - · ro e an rmpa . o our orga.nt7..ations as tirlle 
our attitudes. We must reassess our progresses. My concern is that in thinking 
organiZatioµs ano 'reoriennwfrselves~- . -- .. of the· future and of the p·articipation of the 
. ·The_ first . factor. -. regarding the Diaspora in. that future, we must ·take 

reassessment of our organization~ is that nothing for granted. We must now look at 
~hey are no longer what they. we~e ill 1887 our diasporan values and structure's in the 
'or 1890, 1914 or 1918, 1920 or 1923. context of new realities in the world in 
Particularly· u~der. 'the circumstances. of Armenia, and in the .~nvironment wi;hin 

-dia'sporization-,~()Uf~or-gank(\tions~av~- --Which-Ai:menians"-must~live-and--prosper.. _ 
chariged;-:-and'theyllav¢·changed fo~the-p6int- We must make sure ~e-are addressing the 
where: their performance before the First right questions, we have the right agenda. 
World War is nolonger· an indication of WHO REPRESENTS THE DIASPORA? 

l·thevalidity:qftheircurrent_p.olicies. Had '. . Clearly, we must ask some -~imple,, 
,: age byenthepnly~Sqiiree ofexperience and ! questiOIJS: To what. end and in what Ways 
i ~wi~dom, ~or had~sl.lr.tiv~l been. a guarantee do Diaspora · organizations, especially 
for wisdolJl, onel\riruldi have to question politic~l · parties, · represe'nt Diaspora. 

. )Vhy · politiciil:part1ifs~were founded at the ArmemansLDo . those_ organizations, as 
end of the las(cefitOt)''instead of allowing structured now and as they relate to each 
the Church. ·-a tiluch. older and more othe~ .today, represent the best mechanisms 
experienced fu.stituti~n'~to continue def~g to channel the·Diasp9ra's contributions to 
the national agenda, policies, and identity. the political and economic development of 
Revolutions' become possible and necessary Armenia? Have these organizations 
because situations change and yesterday's reassessed their own experience and policies 
solutions become today's problems; they· in_ view of the n·ew situation and needs that 
become necessary because institutions have a.risen? · 
develop institutional egos to the poirit where What can be offered now are tentative 
reality is distorted and it is no longer answers. I would argue that at this point 
possible to distinguish between problems in our history institutions and organizations 
and solutions. . . have not, by and large, risen to the 

The second factor is that social occasion;. they have not been able to 

institutions, particularly in non-sovereign articulat~ the values of an increasing 
o~ganisms, seldom define themselves. Their number of diasporan Armenians who are 
members can state goals and values, they no longer concerned with antiquated 
can contribute· the maximum ·of their _arguments; with obsolete disputes; with 
abilities ~th those goals and values u; mind. petty quarrels whose sole function seems 
Yet ..,ir political significance, their impact_ to have been to distract attention from 
on society _a_nd history are defined largely strategics too long taken for granted; with 
by the environment within wh_ich they are internalized aggression characteristic of the 



n1entaiity of the colonialized; with the with the strategic unccrlaintics. Skills, know-
politics of rhetoric and fear; with the how, talent, and capital that couid 
psychology of the victimized. contribute to the development of Armenia 

The once understandable strategy of abound in the Diaspora, but they abound 
cultural self-preservation has now in individuals. And talent can't be easily 
degenerated into the strategy of equating mobilized by undemocratic institutions. 
culture with structures of cement and Our political thinking has been 
politics with short term tactical advantages, meandering over the past seventy years, just 
all consecrated by symbols that are by now as we, diasporans, have been moving from 
quite ineffective. country to country. The movement in 

The vitality of Armenians in Armenia, Armenia has helped many in the Diaspora 
their courage in questioning the premises to reassess the diasporan political processes 
of seventy years of Soviet thinking, and their of the past twenty years. It is not 
acceptance of hardships that will follow the uncommon to hear now the argument that 
pursuit of a new, democratic agenda have the current diasporan strategy, while 
inspired the most active diasporans to seek producing no territorial gain, has also 
avenues and methods of participation in pushed Turkey into making denia1 of 
the task of building Armenia. The question Genocide an integral part of its foreign 
here is: Will this participation come in the relations; accordingly, it has devoted the 
form of emotional outbursts or a well necessary academic and financial resources 
thought out and rationallydefe.nsiblc plan? to the task, with some success. 
Have seventy years of cultural strategy and TIME TO MAKE REASSESSMENT 
"politicization" in the Diaspora not produced The time had come to reassess the 
a structure that can accomplish this? Can issues and policies of the past decades, to 
our dominant institutions stand a little µnderstand history and act in a way that 
criticism without branding those criticizing makes real participation and real change 
as heretics or traitors? Can they contril:mte possible; the time had come to distinguish 

to the building of a democratic nation? . between the real and the ritualistic. In the 
-. ·· -LIIT~ONE1:DEN~E ___________ I· Diasporn,-words_and_claims .11~ve 110 imp~ct 

. _M~ny contmue to beheve_t~atour co~e : on our economic and political survival. For 
mstitut1ons are t~e prop~r vehicle for this · diasporans, success or failures affect our 
task. Yet what has transpired thus far does · · d our individual and collective memory, 

· · fid h h. · pn e, 
not msp1re any con i ence t at t is. view th dignity attached to our ethnic 
is based on .anything more than faith. For ?dr t. et Th re we can claim successes and 

f · hf l' · d'ft- I · · 1 en i y. e 
many of the ait u 1t is i icu tto imagme blame the rest of the world--or other 
oneself outside the circle created by the A · ns _ for our failures. . . . . . . rmema . 
tra~1t~on a? ~isl.ory la~en or~amzatmns; . This _many be adequate for the 
their _id~ntity is mtertwmed with such a_n Diaspora; but Armenia is not just another 
association. In the .absen~e of a s.tate, this community and a state is more<than just 
was only natural, even necessary for _a sense th r community institution. Words 

d . . d 'd . ano e , 
of self- e~mt1on an i entity. . actions, successes and failures will make 

However, when the people .of An~1c~ia a difference in real ways on the real lives 
produc·ed·the new agenda of nation buildmg f h le nation and on the state that . . f d . o aw o , 
m An:nema and o fe_r~ the. opportu~ity/~ houses that nation. It is not possible to 
the Diaspora to participate m .a me~nmg u transfer the logic, the institutions and, above 
way, the cuhrre~t . le~dcrshiy df ~tled lo all, the mentality of a Diaspora into 
tr~ns~end t e hmi_tations o . .iasporan Armenia. It is not possible to apply the 
t~mkmg and beh.av10r and to JOm fore.es principles of non-accountability, non-
Wlth the democratic movement of Armerua. 'b'l't t A · That i's \vhy the . . respons1 t 1 y o rmema. 

We, m the Diaspora, should have the d t' d' · · f th~ n
1
ovement i's . emocra 1c 1mens1on o e 

humility and courage to recogmze that our t' 1 t A ·a a d must be non . . . . essen ta o rmem , n -
mstituttons were not bmlt to face the new, t · bl 

d b . h II f . . nego ta e. 
an igger, c a enges acmg our nation. F th D' rg ·1zati'ons to . · . . . or e taspora o an 
That m order for the Diaspora to realize t' · t t t' I · th maki'ng of . . . . . . par 1c1pa e cons rue ive y m e 
its great potential, our mst1tut1ons must A · , f t th t f lly hare i'n . · rmcma s u ure ey mus u s 
undergo actual transformat10ns. That most h <l t' d t' l l be' 

. · . . t e emocra 1c an na 10na va ues ·mg 
of our crises thus far have been eXJslential, / d b h 

1 
f A · d 't 

. . . . · . . . create y t e peop e o rmema an. i s deahng with msecure idenl1t1es rather than . 

movement. To have a right lo continued 
icadcrship in lhe Diaspora and before they 
can make a claim to leadership in Armenia, 
political parties must apply to their own 
past the same critical review which 
Armenians in Armenia did toward their 
own past. Before they rebuild Armenia, they 
must assess what they built in the Diaspora, 
how they have used its resources, responded 
to its needs; where they have succeeded 
and· where they have failed. 

· Before it can wear its age as a sign of 
strength, the Hunchakian Party must explain 
why it was possible to declare for decades 
that the S9vietization of Armenia represents 
the realization of all political· dreams of 
Armenians. 

Before it can impatiently demand that 
the new government of Armenia lay claim 
to Western Armenian territories, the Ram-

gavar Party must explain why it could .live 
without any such concerns for decades 
without feeling it was betraying national 

interests. 
Before it can use the issue of Genocide 

as a stick against the new government, the 
Dashnaktsutiune must explain how the party 
could be engulfed in the 1950's anti
comminfism---of--the Cold .. War .. for two 
decades that it would forget about Turkey. 

This most important of Diaspora 
political patties must explain why it is that 
in November 1988 its leadership could ask 
everyone to dedicate themselves solely to 
issue.s of economic development of an 
Armenia governed by the Communist Party, 
thus help extend the rule of the former 
regime arid delay the coming of democracy. 
But then as a democratic government ts 
elected, ~he party leadership reverses its 
stand, questions the legitimacy ~f that 
government, and seeks to replace it. 

SOUL SEARCHING NEEDED 
Before Diaspora political parties can 

equate mere survival and experience, they 
must explain to themselves and to the 
nation why it was that their age and 
experience did not prevent them from 
becoming the tools of others' policies and 
led them to kill each other. That they arc 
no longer killing each other now is hardly 
a sign of maturity, if they still are ·unwilling 
to come to terms with the mentality and 
policies that brought upon such disasters 

to begin with. 



Parties and organizations must explain 
why, despite all the crises and opportunities 
of the last three years, there still is a divided 
church which, if united, could save enough 
resources to provide for the health needs 
of the children of Armenia. 

Self-critique is essential not only for 
the elucidation of history but also to achieve 
a better understanding between Armenia 
and the Diaspora; an~ to ensure the 
openness necessary for mutual trust. Above 
all, maxim um cooperation and efficiency 
can be achieved when there is sharing of 
values. For the first time, the Diaspora can 

be part of Armenia, because it can share 
without any reservations in the ideal of 
nation-building and the process of 
democracy. 
IGNORING DEMOCRACY., OPENNESS 

Maxim um cooperation and efficiency 
will remain idle expressions; if the 
Diaspora's institutions continue to ignore 
the question of democracy, openness, 
credibility, and accountability, ifthey wish 
to continue to speak in. the name of the 
Diaspora. The example of the new 

-leadership--of-ATmenia,-elected ···by the 
people, is telling: The new government can 
propose and discuss ideas .and strategies 
which could not be publicly mentioned 
before because the people of Armenia have 
given them a new mandate, a mandate to 
redefine national interests, and to think and 
act boldly. 

For the first time in a long time we, 
as a nation, have a positive agenda not 
based on the hatred and· fear of the Turk. 
In order to contribute to Armenia's 
rebuilding, the Diaspora organizations must 
learn to cope with an environment where 
hatred and fear do not dominate our 
nation's thinking. Only then can we open 
up the processes of deliberation and 
decision-making, instead of closing them 
as has opened during the past two years. 

There are now new groups, smaller 
groups, that are coming together everywhere 
to fill the gf}p that is widening; groups that 
seek their legitimation in whatthey can do 
for the future, not in what they have done 
in the past; groups for whom the past is 
not a burden, a locked prison but a key-
sometimes a painful one--to the future, and 
that can imagine new bases of association 
with the process taking place in Armenia. 
History has a way of differentiating between 
.those who survive and those who contribute; 

between those who can occupy space in the 
media and those who perform a constructive 
role for the future. A revamping of 
Diaspora thinking is necessary not only to 
ensure that all organizations perform 
according to their rhetori.c as far as 

Armenia is concerned, but also to make 
sure that the problems of the Diaspora as 
a Diaspora are not forgotten. 
. The Armenian nation faced a challenge 
m 1988. Armenia answered that challenge 
by . democratizi~g and by setting up a 
natmnalagenda. The Diaspora has yet to 
take up that challenge. Our organizations 
including political parties, that have don~ 
much in the past, have an opportunity to 
play a major role in the new age as well. 
For that to happen, they must take up the 
challenge in the spirit that gave them their 
gr.eatness many decades ago. They must, 
above all, transcend the limitations of 
diasporan life. 

Our organizations and institutions count 
among them some of the most dedicated 
individuals of the community, people who 
have spent a vast amount of their personal 
resources to makelhes-e-lnsfifiitionswork
Institutions must now adjust to thei; 
members, actual or potential, as they adjust 
to the new era. 

CHANGING TIMES 
Times are changing. It is the issues that 

determine the kind of resources needed and 
the form in which these must be organized. 
"Feeling". Armenian, feeling part of 
comm umty, and real or symbolic gestures 
o~ pe.rsonal sacrifice are no longer the 
cntena of measurement. When there is an 
agenda as large as nation-building, what 
matters are the actual results of the 
individual and collective actions we take 

. ' measures agamst the larger agenda. 
We, diasporans, must grow with history 

or hi~tory will crush us. We must change 
even if change means having to rethink the 
compromises we have made with history 
~y force of events, by force of diasporiza
t10n. We must not, we can no longer ~fford 
to al.low the Genocide and diasporization 
to dictate our thinking and agenda, as if 
we had no coilective capability to use our 
reason and act on another basis than reflex, 
other than merely reacting to our past. We 
must rethink not only for the sake of 
Armenia but also for a healthy Diaspora. 


